Halley Back to Normal
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This phato shows a small sky area in
the dirktion of Comet Hdley, bbtained
with the €SO 3.5-metre New Technology Telescope (NIT) in the morning of
April 6, 1992.
It is a composite of 10 individual axposures in the standard V-band, obtained between LIT 2: 33 and 4: 58 with
a total integration time of 130 minutes.
They were combined in such a way that
the image of the moving comet remains
at the $ m e position and the stars are
themfore seen as trails. The position of
Comet Hdley is at the centre of the
circle and is located mb 2 arcmin
north-west of a magnitude-7 galactic
star. Its strong light Introduced a very
skew background illumination which
was removed by fitting a, 3rd-degree
and subtracting.
At the time of the observations, Comet Halley wwas 15.67 AU (2343 million km)
from tha €&h and 10.22 AU (2424 mC1lion km) *urn the Sun. The predicted
mean magnitude of the nucleus alone is
V = 25.95, w[th variations from about
25.5 to 28.5 due ta thar rotertlon. A careful analysis indicatesthatthere may be a
very fajnt Image near the limit of the
c~mbineelframe at the ~redictedp d tion, and with magnitude V = 25.8 f0.4.
Howevw, it Is hardly vistble and this
value must rather be considered an upper lirntt of the present brightnew of the
comet. But in any case, the magnitude
cannot be much brigMsr than what is
rtxpectsd from the nucleus alone.
This observation therefore shows that
the large dust cloud which was ejected

-during a dramatic eruption in late December 1990 and first o b s ~ m dat La
Silla in mid-February 1991, has now
effgctively disappeared. At the present
time, 16 2/2 months after the 1%mag
outburst, there is very little, if any dust

left near the nucleus,
The ESQ obsenratEons of comet
Halley will continue.
The phato covers an area of 85x85
a m d s ; north is up and east is to
the right.
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Redshift surveys in clusters of galaxies are newid to &udy their dynamicid
and evolutionary states, estimating parameters such as the mass, shape and
distortion of the velocity flald, presence
of substnucfurw or projested ga1axies
and groups, strength of dynamic& Mction and two-body processes and, in
general, the present stage of their dy-

namical evolution. This hfamation is models of the dark matter content.
useful nat only to test scenarios Of Gataxy velocity m~tasumentsprovide
galaxy formation, but also of the forma- information cornptamentafy to that o b
tained through X-ray observations of
tion and evolution of large structures.
In clusters, ths m a n velocity is a key clusters. Bath form basic pieces of infactor En deriving distances, permitting formetion for the understanding of clusthe study of matter dbtrlbution over very ters. However, reliable parameters are
large scdes. Within clusters the analysis dgrived from analysis of large samples
of the velocity field can lead to an esti- of veiocities. Them am laborious to obmate of the *rial mass, constraining tain, a task made more efficient by the

